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Abstract: The aim of this work is to test the state-of-the-art of water constituent retrieval algorithms for
phycocyanin (PC) and chlorophyll-a (chl-a) concentrations in Brazilian reservoirs from hyperspectral
PRISMA images and concurrent in situ data. One near-coincident Sentinel-3 OLCI dataset has
also been considered for PC mapping as its high revisit time is a relevant element for mapping
cyanobacterial blooms. The testing was first performed on remote sensing reflectance (Rrs), as
derived by applying two atmospheric correction methods (6SV, ACOLITE) to Level 1 data and as
provided in the corresponding Level 2 products (PRISMA L2C and OLCI L2-WFR). Since PRISMA
images were affected by sun glint, the testing of three de-glint models was also performed. The
applicability of Semi-Analytical (SA) and Mixture Density Network (MDN) algorithms in enabling
PC and chl-a concentration retrieval was then tested over three PRISMA scenes; in the case of PC
concentration estimation, a Random Forest (RF) algorithm was further applied. Regarding OLCI,
the SA algorithm was tested for PC estimation; notably, only SA was calibrated with site-specific
data from the reservoir. The algorithms were applied to the Rrs spectra provided by PRISMA
L2C products—and those derived with ACOLITE, in the case of OLCI—as these data showed
better agreement with in situ measurements. The SA model provided low median absolute error
(MdAE) for PRISMA-derived (MdAE = 3.06 mg.m−3) and OLCI-derived (MdAE = 3.93 mg.m−3)
PC concentrations, while it overestimated PRISMA-derived chl-a (MdAE = 42.11 mg.m−3). The RF
model for PC applied to PRISMA performed slightly worse than SA (MdAE = 5.21 mg.m−3). The
MDN showed a rather different performance, with higher errors for PC (MdAE = 40.94 mg.m−3) and
lower error for chl-a (MdAE = 23.21 mg.m−3). The results overall suggest that the model calibrated
with site-specific measurements performed better and indicates that SA could be applied to PRISMA
and OLCI for remote sensing of PC in Brazilian reservoirs.

Keywords: cyanobacteria; phycocyanin; machine learning; semi-analytical model; aquatic remote
sensing; hyperspectral

1. Introduction

Access to clean water is one of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals of the Agenda
2030 elaborated and agreed upon by the member countries of the United Nations, to which
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Brazil is a signatory [1]. Despite the crucial importance of preserving continental aquatic
systems, intense human activities have promoted the eutrophication of water bodies, lead-
ing to a significant increase in phytoplankton biomass and the frequency of algal blooms,
including potentially harmful cyanobacterial algae (CyHAB) [2]. In particular, regular and
continuous CyHAB monitoring is necessary to assess and mitigate environmental changes,
as well as to support informed decisions and evidence-based policies for the efficient use of
the planet’s resources [3,4]. In this context, the use of remote sensing techniques provides
advantages for observing spatio-temporal dynamics, with a synoptic and high-temporal-
resolution view of a feature of interest, yielding the basis for reliable and accountable
scientific understanding and knowledge of phytoplankton dynamics [5–7]. Multispectral
sensors such as Sentinel-2 Multispectral Instrument (MSI) and Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land
Color Instrument (OLCI) have been largely used for mapping the concentration of the pri-
mary absorption pigment of phytoplankton, chlorophyll-a (chl-a), in lakes and freshwater
reservoirs [8–10]. Moreover, hyperspectral remote sensing is contributing to phytoplankton
pigment mapping with dedicated algorithms [11] making use of continuous and dense
spectral sampling. The benefits of merging hyperspectral imagery with the consolidated
multispectral data will support future efforts to deal with, for example, the response of
freshwater ecosystems to population growth and climate change [12].

Assertive indicators for the presence of CyHABs using satellite data have been chl-
a and phycocyanin (PC), an auxiliary photosynthetic pigment with major presence in
cyanobacteria [9,13]. Due to PC’s specific absorption features, and by considering the
challenging nature of retrieving water constituents in inland waters [14–16], remote sensing
of freshwater cyanobacteria biomass has been largely focused on algorithms developed
on hyperspectral reflectance [17–21]. In particular, for the retrieval of PC, Simis et al. [22]
presented a nested band PC hyperspectral algorithm addressing the spectral influence of
chl-a in the PC absorption peak (620 nm), showing high performance in cyanobacteria-
dominated temperate eutrophic waters [23–25]. More recently, machine learning (ML)
algorithms have exploited the estimation of PC from spaceborne imaging spectroscopy [26]
over a variety of inland water bodies.

However, when applied to satellite imagery data, the accuracy of water quality pa-
rameter retrieval depends on the successful removal of the atmospheric contributions to
the signal measured by the satellite sensor. The hyperspectral retrieved remote sensing
reflectance (Rrs) is strongly affected by several degrees of uncertainties related to a subopti-
mal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the possible presence of sun glint, and adjacency effects [27].
These influences require the investigation and development of suitable correction models
to minimize uncertainty propagation in parameter estimates.

In this scenario, the use of PRISMA (PRecursore IperSpettrale della Missione Applica-
tiva), a hyperspectral satellite mission of the Italian Space Agency (ASI), has been gaining
attention for water quality mapping over the last years. Niroumand-Jadidi, et al. [28],
O’shea et al. [26], Bresciani et al. [29], and Borfecchia et al. [30] demonstrated the use of
PRISMA for retrieving water quality parameters and bottom properties of inland waters
starting from Rrs data. Although the radiometric resolution is suboptimal [31], the re-
sults highlighted the potential of the fine and continuous spectral information offered by
PRISMA. Further applications, e.g., the retrieval of advanced products such as particle size
and phytoplankton functional types, still needs to be demonstrated.

In this work, we evaluated the applicability and the accuracy of PRISMA hyperspec-
tral imagery for mapping chl-a and PC in Brazilian inland waters with concurrent in situ
measurements, testing a set of algorithms for atmospheric and sun glint corrections and
for chl-a and PC concentration retrieval. Sentinel-3 OLCI, which uniquely provides daily
observations, was also included for mapping PC. In particular we assessed the perfor-
mance of the atmospheric correction (AC) models ACOLITE [32] and 6SV [33], along with
Rrs measurements from PRISMA Level 2 and OLCI standard products. Since one PRISMA
image was affected by sun glint, three well-established methods were applied to remove it.
Subsequently, a semi-analytical model and two ML approaches to estimate chl-a and PC
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concentrations were tested and validated with in situ measurements. This work is expected
to extend PRISMA product exploitation for mapping chl-a and PC in tropical freshwater
reservoirs, allowing for the improvement in the application of EO data for water quality
monitoring and management.

2. Study Area

Brazil is among the nine richest countries in freshwater reserves, representing almost
12% of the total volume of freshwater available. Despite the great water availability, the
distribution of this resource is not performed in an equitable way, since 70% of water
production is concentrated in the Amazon Basin. Much of this reserved water in Brazil
is intended for the production of electricity, as the country’s energy is highly dependent
on hydroelectricity [34]. The main Brazilian hydroelectric reservoirs are in the Paraná
River Basin (57 reservoirs), which represents 6% of Brazilian water production. One of the
main tributaries of the Paraná Basin is the Tietê River, which crosses the state of São Paulo
(Figure 1a). Considering its 1100 km of extension, the Tietê Cascade System Reservoir
(TCSR) includes six reservoirs, accumulating 29,100 m3 of water. The TCSR’s waters are
deeply affected by different non-natural contamination sources, such as discharge from
pasture waste, wastewater from urban centers, and other agricultural activities developed
in nearby areas, including sugarcane and citrus crops [35].
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This study focuses on Promissão Reservoir (Figure 1b), which is the fourth largest
reservoir in the TCSR. It has 560 km2 of flooded area, 57,610 km2 of drainage, and 134.1 days,
on average, of residence time.

3. Dataset
3.1. Field Measurements

The field data considered in this study were gathered during two campaigns per-
formed in October 2021 and April 2022, covering 23 and 15 stations, respectively (Figure 1b),
and include both radiometric and phytoplankton data.

A set of three Trios-Ramses spectroradiometers, ranging from 400–900 nm with a
sampling interval of 3.3 nm and positioned on top of the boat, was used to collect radiomet-
ric data across the Promissão Reservoir: two Ramses-ARC radiance radiometers sensors
with 7◦ Field-of-View (FOV), and one Ramses-ACC irradiance radiometer equipped with
a cosine collector pointed up. The instruments measured the downward irradiance (Es);
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the 25 angles of each sensor were pre-established following the protocol proposed by Mob-
ley [36] to minimize the specular reflection effects of direct and diffuse radiation. These
quantities allowed us to compute the Rrs according to the SeaWiFS protocol [37], wherein
residual glint effects of the Rrs spectrum were corrected according to Kutser et al. [38]
and Cairo et al. [16]. After glint correction, each Rrs spectrum was spectrally resampled
according to both OLCI and PRISMA spectral response functions (SRFs) [39].

Laboratory Analysis

Water samples for phytoplankton analyses were collected at the topmost layers of the
water and placed in dark bottles until lab analysis. The water samples were filtered onto
GF/F filters (Whatman, 47 mm diameter, 0.7 µm pore) under low-light conditions and low
vacuum. The samples were filtered in duplicates of 100–500 mL of water. Then, the filters
were placed into a 15 mL Falcon tube and frozen at −80 ◦C until analysis. The spectral
absorption due to phytoplankton (aphy) was measured according to Tassan and Ferrari [40],
Roesler [41], and Stramski [42].

The Chl-a concentration was derived according to the American Public Health Associ-
ation, APHA [43]. After filtration, the GF/F filters were homogenized and the pigments
extracted using 90% acetone. The phytoplankton pigment concentration was calculated
by Lorenzen’s equation [43]. PC was quantified in the water samples by following the
method described by Sarada et al. [44] and adapted by Horváth et al. [45]. Before carrying
out the analysis, the filters were suspended in a phosphate buffer (100 mM and pH 7.2) and
submitted to three freeze–thaw cycles (−80 ◦C and 35 ◦C). The samples were then sonicated
(90 s at a frequency of 20 kHz) and centrifuged (30 min at 3000 rpm). PC concentration was
calculated using the equation found in [46], considering the obtained spectrophotometric
measurements (Table 1).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics from phycocyanin (mg.m−3) and chlorophyll-a (mg.m−3).

Min Max Mean Median Std

October/
2021

PC 0.33 136.39 10.01 3.00 27.20

Chl-a 25.44 183.47 66.51 50.04 41.00

PC:Chl-a 0.008 0.74 0.095 0.073 0.14

April/
2022

PC 1.36 65.89 26.98 18.16 19.23

Chl-a 15.59 487.82 167.45 115.76 138.57

PC:Chl-a 0.074 0.47 0.18 0.15 0.10

3.2. Satellite Imagery Data
3.2.1. PRISMA

PRISMA is a satellite mission funded by ASI and in orbit since in March 2019. The satel-
lite payload is composed of an imaging spectrometer able to capture images at 30 m spatial
resolution in a spectral continuum of 239 spectral bands between 400–2500 nm (66 in the Vis-
ible and Near-Infrared (VNIR) and 173 in the Short Wave Infra-Red (SWIR) spectrum) [47].
The imagery products are released with different levels of pre-processing. Notably, the
Level 1 (L1) products are radiance imagery at the Top-of-Atmosphere (TOA) organized in
two radiometrically and geometrically calibrated hyperspectral and panchromatic radi-
ances cubes; then, a series of Level 2 (L2) products are also available as atmospherically
corrected hypercube and panchromatic Bottom-of-Atmosphere (BOA) reflectance. PRISMA
L1 products were used as input in the AC methods, while L2C products were already
offering atmospherically corrected reflectance for evaluation.

3.2.2. OLCI

Launched in 2016 (Sentinel-3A) and 2018 (Sentinel-3B), OLCI is a multispectral ra-
diometer, with 21 bands (400–1020 nm), high SNR (between 305 and 2188), and an approx-
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imately 300 m spatial resolution. In this study, we use L1B Full-Resolution Product as
input to the AC models, and L2 Water Full-Resolution Product (Water Surface Reflectance).
Level-1B Product provides calibrated, ortho-geolocated and spatially re-gridded TOA radi-
ances, while Level-2 Water Product provides water-leaving radiance as well as water and
atmospheric geophysical products [48].

3.2.3. Available Dataset

Three PRISMA and OLCI cloud-free scenes of the Promissão Reservoir acquired on
3 October 2021, 4 September 2021, and 26 July 2022 were considered in this study. The
images acquired on 3rd, October, 2021 were co-located with four field stations visited
within ± 1 day of PRISMA and OLCI overpass with no significant changes in the water
color, and were used to validate the atmospheric and glint correction models and the PC
algorithms. The images acquired on 4 September 2021 and 26 July 2022 were used to
further apply the calibrated models to compare the PC estimates between hyperspectral
and multispectral sensors.

4. Methods
4.1. Satellite Imagery Processing
4.1.1. Atmospheric Correction

Here, a comparison of the satellite-retrieved surface reflectance with in situ data
was performed to better understand how uncertainties in AC propagate in multispectral
and hyperspectral satellite data. Following this, the four AC methods presented here
were tested: PRISMA L2C processor, OLCI L2-WFR, 6SV, and ACOLITE. Among the
models tested, PRISMA L2C and OLCI L2-WFR correspond to standard Level-2 products
of PRISMA and OLCI, respectively, while 6SV and ACOLITE were applied to the TOA
images (Level-1). For all AC models tested, the corrected surface reflectance image was
divided by π (3.1415) in order to obtain the atmospherically corrected Rrs.

• Standard PRISMA L2C processor: The L2 standard AC processor is based on MOD-
TRAN v6.0, using a multi-dimensional Look-Up-Table (LUT) approach [27]. This
method uses the hyperspectral bands to derive atmospheric parameters (e.g., water
vapor and Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD)). The water vapor is retrieved pixel-by-pixel
using the water’s absorption features at NIR bands. The retrieval of PRISMA AOD is
based on the Dense Dark Vegetation (DDV) algorithm approach [49], exploiting the
correlation between reflectance in the SWIR region, blue, and red bands. An extended
description of the algorithms used to generate PRISMA products is available in [50].

• OLCI L2-WFR: The baseline AC algorithm (BAC) used in OLCI L2 products is a
combination of NIR-based black-pixel assumption with bright-pixel AC (BPAC). BPAC
corrects the contribution of sediments when the water-leaving reflectance is no longer
negligible in NIR bands, as is the case for coastal and inland turbid waters. It consists
of decoupling the oceanic and atmospheric components of the NIR bands in order to
apply the standard AC scheme [51].

• 6SV (for both PRISMA and OLCI): Second Simulation of a Satellite Signal in the
Solar Spectrum (6SV) is an advanced radiative transfer code designed to simulate a
specific condition of the atmosphere based on advance knowledge of atmospheric
and illumination conditions and the sensor used. The algorithm takes as input the
necessary parameters to apply the radiative transfer equation for estimating the surface
reflectance [32]. For the validation of PRISMA L1 and OLCI L1 products, 6SV was
applied using the Py6S Python programming language interface [52]. The aerosol
and atmospheric profiles were set as Continental and Tropical, respectively. The AOD
(550) value and the geometry parameters were obtained from PRISMA metadata. The
correction was made for each PRISMA and OLCI band using their respective SRFs.

• ACOLITE (for both PRISMA and OLCI): The current version of ACOLITE (20220222.0)
applies a dark spectrum fitting (DSF) scheme as the default setting to estimate the AOD
and, hence, atmospheric path reflectance, transmittances, and spherical albedo [33].
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The DSF assumes: (i) a homogeneous atmosphere over a certain extent of an image,
and (ii) that there are pixels within this subscene that contain near-zero water-leaving
radiances in one band. A pre-generated LUT is utilized to find the dominant aerosol
condition. Despite being primarily designed for processing multispectral images,
ACOLITE is now adapted to support processing of PRISMA data where the L1 and
L2C data products are required as inputs. The ACOLITE/DSF processing (version
20220222.0) is available in a GitHub code repository and in binary releases (https:
//github.com/acolite/acolite, accessed on 25 February 2023).

4.1.2. Glint Correction

In order to evaluate the influence of glint on the reflectance spectrum, three different
glint correction methods were applied in all PRISMA atmospherically corrected products
to choose the best possible combination for the assessed sensors:

• The Wang and Shi [53] (WS07) method assume that the reflectance values of SWIR
bands come from the specular reflection in the water’s surface (sun and sky glint),
as the signal from this spectral region is considered negligible in natural inland
waters [26]. Considering the 173 SWIR channels from PRISMA (942–2496 nm), a
SWIR-range band centered near 1600 nm [1533.56–1745.93 nm] was considered as the
reference band for performing the glint correction. In principle, a band range centered
near 2200 nm could also be selected as reference. However, these bands are much
noisier than 1600 nm [54]. Therefore, in order to avoid the possible noise propagation
to the glint-removed bands in the visible region, the 1600 nm SWIR band was selected
as the reference band, where the average was considered and then subtracted from
each band in the VNIR spectrum.

• The Hedley et al. [55] (HED05) method assumes negligible water-leaving signal in
the NIR part of the spectrum. Relative sun-glint intensity of the image is obtained
based on the NIR brightness and the light in the visible band using a set of pixels,
which could be homogeneous if not for the presence of glint. Establishing a linear
relationship between the NIR band and each visible band allows for the removal
of the glint contribution. In case of hyperspectral data there is a need to find the
regression algorithm for each spectral band. The HED05 method was used in a deglint
processor implemented in the Sen2Coral toolbox available in the SNAP software
(https://sen2coral.argans.co.uk/, accessed on 25 February 2023). Bands between
833–972 nm were considered as glint reference.

• Kutser et al. [56] (KUT09) proposed an alternative glint removal procedure for hy-
perspectral imagery when SWIR data is not available. The method is based on the
assumption that there is no spectral feature in the Rrs at 760 nm if it does not contain
glint. Furthermore, it considers that the depth of an oxygen absorption feature at
760 nm (called D) is proportional to the amount of glint in this pixel. The model
assumes that pixels with D values close to zero do not contain glint and pixels with
the highest D value contain mainly glint. By subtracting the pixel spectrum in which
D is close to zero from the spectrum with the highest D, the glint spectrum is obtained.
In order to avoid land pixels or adjacency pixels, before the application of the model, a
water mask must be applied.

4.1.3. Performance Assessment (Radiometry)

Considering the match-up samples (N = 4) between the satellite overpass (PRISMA
and Sentinel-3A/B) and in situ measurements on 3rd, October, 2021, atmospheric and
glint correction models were assessed qualitatively by comparing in situ Rrs measurements
(resampled to PRISMA and OLCI bands) against satellite-derived surface Rrs and quantita-
tively through the coefficient of determination (R2), Bias, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), and the Spectral Angle (SA) (Table 2). SA was
used to determine the spectral similarity between satellite-derived surface Rrs and in situ

https://github.com/acolite/acolite
https://github.com/acolite/acolite
https://sen2coral.argans.co.uk/
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Rrs (lower SA indicates higher similarity), since SA is not sensitive to differences in the
magnitude of spectrums.

Table 2. Formulas for error metrics, where yi and xi represent atmospherically and glint-corrected
Rrs and in situ Rrs, respectively.

Coefficient of Determination R2 =

[
∑n

i=1(xi−x)(yi−y)√
∑n

i=1(xi−x)2
√

∑n
i=1(yi−y)2

]2

Bias Bias =
∑n

i=1

(
yi−xi

xi

)
n × 100

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1(yi−xi)
2

n

Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) MAPE = 100
n ∑ n

i=1

∣∣∣ yi−xi
xi

∣∣∣
Spectral Angle (SA) SA = cos−1 ∑n

i=1 yi xi√
∑n

i=1 y2
i

√
∑n

i=1 x2
i

4.2. Phycocyanin and Chlorophyll-a Modeling

Two approaches were used to retrieve PC and Chl-a concentrations from radiometric
data: semi-analytical algorithms and ML models. They are outlined below.

4.2.1. Nested Band Semi-Analytical Algorithm

The most widely used semi-analytical algorithm to estimate PC concentration was
developed by Simis et al. [22] (SIMIS05). The SIMIS05 algorithm assumes that the absorp-
tion at 620 nm is determined mainly by PC concentration with some spectral contribution
from Chl-a (absorption peak at 665 nm). The algorithm attempts to isolate PC absorption
by relating the reflectance at 620 nm with wavelengths without pigment absorption fea-
tures (e.g., 709 nm and 779 nm) and removing the Chl-a spectral influence by empirically
estimating the absorption of Chl-a at 620 nm from the 665 nm coefficient [22]:

apc(620) =
[

Rrs(709)
Rrs(620)

∗ (aw(709) + bb)− bb − aw(620)
]
∗ δ−1 − (ε ∗ achla(665)), (1)

where aw is the absorption by water (aw(620) = 0.281 m−1); δ is a correction factor to relate
the Rrs ratio to measured pigment absorption; and ε is a conversion factor that relates the
absorption of Chl-a at 665 nm with its absorption at 620 nm. The backscattering (bb) is
assumed to be spectrally neutral and was derived by Simis et al. [22] from Rrs at a single
wavelength in the near infra-red [57]. Here, we apply bb(700) = 0.1345 estimated by in situ
measurements using the multispectral sensor HydroScat-6, by Hobilabs. The Hydroscat-6
measures the scattering at a specific angle (140◦) on six different channels, each sensitive to
a narrow range of optical wavelengths (420, 442, 470, 488, 510, 550, 590, 620, 676, 700, and
852 nm). Each channel consists of a source and separate optical receptors. The source is
responsible for emitting a beam of light into the water and the receptor is responsible for
collecting the backscattered portion, which is then used to model the volumetric scattering
function for estimating the backscattering coefficient (bb). The Chl-a absorption at 665 nm
was calculated applying the equation developed by Gons [58] (GON99):

achla(665) =
[

Rrs(709)
Rrs(665)

∗ (aw(709) + bb)− bb − aw(665)
]
∗ γ−1 (2)

A correction factor (γ) was also introduced by Simis et al. [50] to relate the Rrs ratio to
the measured Chl-a absorption. Finally, the PC and Chl-a concentration were calculated
by dividing the absorption coefficient (apc(620); achla(665)) by the specific absorption
coefficient (a∗pc(620); a∗chla(665)):

[PC] =
apc(620)
a∗pc(620)

(3)
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[Chla] =
achla(665)
a∗chla(665)

(4)

In order to achieve better model performance, we reparametrized the SIMIS05 algorithm
using in situ data. First, the correction factors δ (Equation (1)) and γ (Equation (2))
were retrieved from in situ Rrs(λ) and aphy(λ) spectra considering the entire dataset
(N = 38 samples). In this way, Equations (1) and (2) were initially applied considering
δ = γ = 1, obtaining an ‘uncorrected’ achla(665) and apc(620). The linear least-squares fit of
the uncalibrated equations’ derived absorptions against aphy(λ) measurements (for λ = 665
and 620 nm) yielded the slopes that were adopted as the new parameters (γ = 0.14585
and δ = 0.18055). The conversion factor ε (Equation (1)) was originally estimated in Simis
et al. [50] from the best fit of computed versus observed PC concentration. Our in situ
data were not used for calculating ε to avoid overfitting. Instead, O’Shea et al. [26] applied
a dataset of 939 samples to optimize the ε value by minimizing the median symmetric
accuracy between the model estimates and the known in situ concentration. The final value
obtained (ε = 0.251753) was then applied here. Finally, the specific absorption coefficient
for PC at 620 nm (a∗pc(620)) and Chl-a at 665 nm (a∗chla(665)) was determined from the
absorption apc(620) and achla(665) measured in-laboratory and divided by the measured
PC and Chl-a concentration, respectively, for all the dataset.

4.2.2. Machine Learning Models

Two ML models were used here to estimate PC concentration: (i) the MDN algo-
rithm [26] and the Random Forest (RF) algorithm [59]. No further training based on our
dataset was applied in order to estimate how well the models are expected to be transferred
to regions not included within the training set.

O’Shea et al. [26] calibrated an MDN algorithm for predicting PC based on in situ ra-
diometric measurements resampled for HICO and PRISMA sensors. The dataset consisted
of 939 samples composed of in situ Rrs, Chl-a, and PC measurements for water bodies
worldwide. In order to reduce the influence of Rrs uncertainties, the MDN architecture
replaces the pure Rrs commonly used for inverse aquatic remote sensing tasks, and uses
as input feature band ratios (BRs), line heights (LHs), and multispectral algorithms (MAs)
(500–550, 620, 650, and 710 nm) based on their correlation with PC (Table 3). The results
obtained demonstrate the robustness of the model for estimating low PC concentrations
(<10 mg m−3) and the reduced impact of the uncertainties derived from orbital measure-
ments of the Rrs on medium-to-high in situ PC measurements (>10 mg m−3). Considering
the uniform accuracy for different concentration ranges and the broad number of water
bodies used in the model calibration/validation, MDN is the closest from a global PC
algorithm. The entire in situ Rrs (resampled to PRISMA bands) data and PRISMA images
were used to predict PC and Chl-a using the MDN model. As the algorithm does not allow
any extra training or parameter-setting, MDN was applied in default mode as provided
by the authors (https://github.com/STREAM-RS/STREAM-RS, accessed on 25 February
2023). The model took 26 PRISMA bands (500–719 nm) as input and calculated PC and
Chl-a concentration as final output.

Table 3. Input features used in the ML model to estimate PC concentration [26,59].

ML Model Selected Features

MDN

MA [17] * (600, 648, 624); BR(650, 625); BR(709, 665); BR(709, 620); BR(700,
600); MA [60] * (725, 615, 600); LH(665, 681, 709); MA [61] * (724, 629, 659);
LH(654, 714, 754); LH(665, 709, 754); LH(680, 709, 754); MA [62] * (709, 665);
LH(560, 620, 665); LH(665, 673, 681); LH(690, 709, 720); LH(620, 650, 670);

LH(640, 650, 660); LH(613, 620, 627).

RF LH(739, 802, 855); NI(563, 555); LH(651, 699, 750); MA [61] * (531, 571, 614)
* Multispectral algorithm to estimate PC concentration.

https://github.com/STREAM-RS/STREAM-RS
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Begliomini [59] used radiometric in situ Rrs resampled to PRISMA bands, as well as
biological data (PC and Chl-a) measured in eight field campaigns in the Billings Reservoirs,
Brazil (115 samples), to calibrate/validate three different ML algorithms (RF, Extreme
Gradient Boosting, and Support Vector Machine) using the Python language. Following the
MDN model, the pure spectral bands were not used as input features to avoid atmospheric-
derived uncertainties. The input features in the model calibration consisted of normalized
indices (NIs), LHs, and MAs. A data-driven feature selection was first applied using the
Predictive Power Score to retain only the relevant features for predicting PC. Then, the
Pearson coefficient was calculated for each pair of the filtered features, and a threshold
of 0.8 was established to remove the most correlated layers. Table 3 shows the selected
features used in the final training model. The Monte Carlo simulation was then performed
(1000 rounds), using 80% of the dataset for training and 20% for testing. The accuracy
metrics were calculated for each round, and the median value for all rounds was used
to assess the results. Among the ML models tested by the author, RF achieved the best
performance for orbital PC retrieval (Bias = 45%). Therefore, it was chosen to be evaluated
in this study for the Promissão Reservoir. Moreover, like Promissão Reservoir, Billings
Reservoir is also part of the TCSRs, which allows for a better proximity for the optical
behavior of the dataset used in model training. Following the application of MDN, the RF
model also does not allow extra training. Thus, the entire dataset (in situ Rrs resampled to
PRISMA bands and PRISMA image) was applied in order to validate the PC estimates.

4.2.3. Performance Indicators (Algorithms)

The performances of each algorithm were assessed using in situ Rrs resampled to
PRISMA and OLCI bands, comparing them with satellite image Rrs within 1 day of in
situ PC and Chl-a measurements. The robustness of the relationship between the algo-
rithm estimated values and measured values was evaluated applying linear least squares
regression analysis. The goodness of fit is reported by R2 and the slope (p). Algorithm
accuracy was quantified with measures of errors, including the median symmetric accuracy
(ζ) (Table 4), which is equivalent to the median unsigned percentage error, and the median
absolute error (MdAE) (Table 4). The first norm (ζ) initially transform data into log space
and then convert them back to linear space to assess the quality of the retrieved quantity.
This transformation ensures that the metric is symmetric, i.e., a switch in the values of the
predicted and observed value will result in the same error (unlike MAPE). The interpreta-
tion of the median symmetric accuracy is that 50% of the unsigned percentage errors are
smaller than ζ [63].

Table 4. Statistical error metrics, where yi and xi represent the modeled value and in situ measured
value, respectively.

Median Symmetric Accuracy ζ = 100× (exp

(
∑n

i=1

∣∣∣loge
yi
xi

∣∣∣
n

)
− 1)

Median Absolute Error MdAE = median(|yi − xi|, . . . , |yi − xi|)

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Atmospheric and Glint Correction

Qualitative comparisons between TOA Rrs, AC-derived Rrs, and in situ Rrs for
PRISMA and OLCI images are presented in Figure 2 with the aim of pointing out ar-
tifacts that may characterize either satellite or in situ data. The lower bound (500 nm) was
chosen to avoid commonly high uncertainties in Rrs within the blue region [27]. Due to the
presence of high glint effect for the considered date (3 October 2021), an offset difference
was highlighted in all AC models, mainly in the PRISMA image (Figure 2). Despite the
offset, for both satellite imagery sets the AC processors were capable of removing most of
the atmospheric effects. Before AC, the TOA Rrs spectrum presents an exponential behavior
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indicating dominance by Rayleigh and aerosol scattering effects. After the correction, the
Rrs spectrum shows a shape close to that of the in situ measurements.
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2021 for each atmospheric correction algorithm tested.

For the PRISMA image, the shape similarity can be mainly highlighted by the spectral
angle of 20.21◦ by L2C, 19.9◦ by ACOLITE, and 20.22◦ by 6SV, which indicates good
proximity between the spectral shapes of in situ measurements and AC models. For
ACOLITE and 6SV, more significant differences between in situ Rrs and AC-derived Rrs
shapes occur around 700 nm, where a shift in the reflectance peak is observed. In terms
of magnitude, the L2C model demonstrated the smallest influence of glint effects, getting
closer to the in situ spectrum (Figure 2).

Very similar results were observed for the OLCI image, where 6SV and ACOLITE
showed an offset across the spectra, indicating the presence of some residual glint effects.
L2-WFR, on the other hand, was not sensitive to the glint effect. For a quantitative in-
vestigation into band-wise performance of AC models applied in the OLCI image, the
median of bias, RMSE, and MAPE are spectrally presented in Figure 3. As expected, lowest
error metrics were observed with L2-WFR model for all OLCI bands, while ACOLITE
and 6SV highly overestimated the Rrs values. At the PC absorption band (620 nm), for
example, L2-WFR resulted in a bias of 14.9%, while 6SV and ACOLITE errors reached up
to 111% and 125%, respectively (Figure 3). Despite the better performance of the OLCI
standard product, the L2-WFR AC-corrected spectra showed a pronounced spectral feature
in the green and red edge bands (Figure 2), presumably deviating from the in situ Rrs
spectra (SA = 20.89%). On the other hand, the SA analysis showed that ACOLITE provided
the most similar spectra in comparison with the in situ measurements (SA = 11.22◦) and
provided products with significantly less noise. Considering that the application of PC
models uses math bands as input data, the spectral similarity turns out to be more relevant
than the magnitude difference. Therefore, ACOLITE was here considered in applying the
models for estimating PC.

Unlike PRISMA images that were also corrected for glint effects, no glint correction
model was applied on OLCI images. The spectral range of OLCI bands (400–1020 nm)
does not allow the application of WS07 algorithm, which requires the availability of SWIR
bands. The decameter-scale of the OLCI sensor imposes challenges on the visual selection
of the glint-affected areas in the HED05 model. Furthermore, the push-broom imaging
spectrometer of OLCI is tilted off-nadir in a westerly direction by 12.6◦ in an attempt to
mitigate the effects of glint [64]. However, since the application of ACOLITE and 6SV
resulted in some spectra magnitude differences, future investigations are necessary to
improve Rrs retrieval accuracy.
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Figure 3. Plots of the median spectral statistic (bias, RMSE, and MAPE) for the three AC processors
(L2-WFR, 6SV, and ACOLITE) for 3 October 2021 for the most critical wavelengths used in the
PC models.

For PRISMA data, on the other hand, three glint-correction approaches were evaluated
(WS07, HED05, and KUT09) for each AC method (L2C, ACOLITE, and 6SV). Figure 4 de-
scribes the algorithm combination (atmospheric + glint correction methods) performances
presenting the scatter plots between modeled and measured Rrs. The median of Bias,
RMSE, and MAPE are spectrally presented in Figure 5, where the most critical wavelengths
used in the PC retrieval models were highlighted. The best performance for all AC models
was achieved in combination with WS07, which shows the potential of exploring SWIR
bands in the retrieval of the Rrs. The best combination was obtained by L2C + WS07,
where—with the exception of band 563—it presented the smallest errors compared to the
other AC processors (Figure 5). Since most bio-optical models that estimate PC apply Rrs
mainly around 620 nm, the PRISMA L2C product shows high potential to deliver accurate
Rrs products to assess PC concentration. Despite the good performance, hyperspectral
sensors present low SNR due to the trade-off between the narrow bandwidth of the spectral
channels and the required energy to illuminate detector elements [65]. Recovering the glint
effect from noisy SWIR bands might result in uncertainties in the reflectance retrieval. Thus,
the band choice used as glint reference is an important factor to be examined before the
model application.

Followed by the WS07 model, KUT09 also presented good agreement with the in situ
dataset (Figure 4), with better results achieved in combination with 6SV. In combination
with the L2C AC processor, the model overestimated the glint effect for all bands (Figure 5).
In fact, the KUT09 showed negative Rrs values (gray samples in Figure 4) for all AC
processors. These errors might be the result of influence from other components besides
glint. The application of HED5 and KUT09 models assumes that the brightness in the
NIR region is composed only of sun glint. However, this assumption is not valid for
waters optically dominated by phytoplankton where high reflectance values are frequently
observed in the NIR [56]. In addition, the adjacency effects are often more expressive in
NIR bands. The radiance increment led by adjacent pixels might also overestimate the
glint effects in the KUT09 model. Despite these further environmental effects over the NIR
bands, the HED05 model presented higher Rrs values for all spectral bands, suggesting an
underestimation of the glint effect influence (Figure 4). Indeed, the model did not perform
well with any AC processor, with the highest error metrics (Figure 5). The HED05 model
requires manually selecting the glinted areas through visual inspection, which can be an
important source of error if the selected area is not representative.
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5.2. Phycocyanin and Chlorophyll-a Algorithm Performance

The results of the modeled PC were compared to reference PC measurements and
plotted in Figure 6 with associated error metrics. The dataset was log-transformed in order
to reduce the asymmetry of the data distribution [66]. The entire dataset (N = 38 samples)
was used to validate the three models considered. Although the SIMIS05 model has been
parameterized, the only parameter defined from a direct relationship between the measured
and estimated PC concentration was the conversion factor ε, which was not adapted for
Promissão Reservoir. Among the evaluated models to estimate PC concentration, the
semi-analytical algorithm (SIMIS05) had the best fit (R2 = 0.94), with the closest linear
regression coefficient to unit (slope = 0.75) and the lowest standard error (ζ = 49.56%,
MdAE = 3.06 mg.m−3). The good performance observed evidences the adaptation of the
model to the optical conditions of the reservoir. With the exception of ε, all the other
parameters applied were parameterized according to the data collected in situ, which
guarantees the good development of the model.
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Figure 6. Performance assessment of semi-analytical (Simis et al. (2005)) and machine learning
algorithms (MDN and RF) using in situ measured PC for 3–10 October 2021. Reported metrics
are median symmetric accuracy (ζ), slope, regression coefficient (R2), and the median absolute
error (MdAE).

Despite the good performance, the SIMIS05 algorithm showed a tendency to over-
estimate PC at low concentration ranges. When considering only PC concentrations
below 20 mg.m−3, we observed a decrease in the accuracy metrics (ζ = 87.13% and
MdAE = 3.15 mg.m−3) which can be related to the high variation in the a∗pc(620) for this
concentration range. In general, a∗PC(620) may vary in function of season, cell morphology,
pigment composition, changes in nutrients concentration, and light conditions [67]. As re-
ported by Simis et al. [20], the choice of a∗PC(620) highly affects PC concentration estimates.
We considered a unique value of a∗PC(620) for the whole dataset range, which may have
contributed to the increased errors in low pigment concentrations.

Furthermore, estimating low PC in diverse phytoplankton communities has been
particularly challenging due to the presence of other optically relevant constituents such as
accessory pigments and CDOM. The most commonly influential factor is the dominance
of cyanobacteria over the entire phytoplankton biomass, which can be represented by the
PC:Chl-a ratio. Li et al. [21] observed for their study area that for PC:Chl-a < 0.5 cyanobac-
teria were not the dominant species in the water body, which significantly increases the
estimative errors. Except for one sample, all other measurements from Promissão Reservoir
had PC:Chl-a < 0.5 (Table 1). The lack of spectral dominance of PC and the presence of
other optically active constituents that absorb electromagnetic radiation near 620 nm (e.g.,
Chl-a, Chl-b) might have reduced the accuracy of the parameters used for retrieving PC
(e.g., apc(620) in SIMIS05).
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Both ML models (MDN and RF) highly overestimated PC values, increasing toward
high pigment concentration. Despite that, the coefficients of determination were good for
both models (R2

MDN = 0.93 and R2
RF = 0.945), where better accuracy was obtained with

the RF model (ζ = 162.29% and MdAE = 5.21 mg.m−3) compared to MDN (ζ = 1004.42%
and MdAE = 40.94 mg.m−3). At low PC concentration (<20 mg.m−3) an improvement in
both models was observed, mainly with the RF (ζ = 132.4% and MdAE = 3.98 mg.m−3).
The RF model was calibrated based on a dataset from Billings Reservoir, which is part of
the Tietê Cascade System (Figure 1). The dataset collected at the Billings Reservoir had a
similar mean PC:Chl-a (0.14) when compared with Promissão (0.13) which may explain the
better performance in comparison with MDN.

MDN, on the other hand, was calibrated using a wider range of water bodies, even
though most samples were from few regions worldwide. The lack of samples coming
from tropical inland waters might have contributed to reducing the generalization capa-
bility of MDN. The training dataset also had a limited number of high PC concentrations
(>200 mg.m−3), which might reduce the ability of MDN to predict accurately in this con-
centration range (O’Shea et al.) [26]. It was already expected that MDN generalizes best
on low PC (<20 mg.m−3), since it comprises the bulk of the training data. However, the
improvement observed for this concentration range was not significant (ζ = 923.46% and
MdAE = 28.57 mg.m−3 for PC < 20 mg.m−3). The obtained results suggest that the dataset
used for calibrating MDN and RF was not able to capture the relationship between ra-
diometric data and PC concentrations for the Promissão Reservoir. Therefore, the high
variability in the performance of ML models outside the areas used for training should be
considered when applied for new locations.

Considering Chl-a estimation (Figure 7), both algorithms tested (Gons [58] and MDN)
performed with a good correlation with in situ data (R2

GONS = 0.798 and R2
MDN = 0.797).

Despite that, an overestimation was observed with the Gons model for all dataset ranges
(MdAE = 42.11 mg.m−3). Contrary to the PC estimation, the MDN model performed well in Chl-
a estimation at low and high pigment concentrations (ζ = 47.88% and MdAE = 23.21 mg.m−3).
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Figure 7. Performance assessment of semi-analytical (Gons [58]) and machine learning algorithms
(MDN) using in situ measured Chl-a for 3rd–10th, October, 2021. Reported metrics are median
symmetric accuracy (ζ), slope, regression coefficient (R2), and the median absolute error (MdAE).

5.3. Mapping PC: Model Assessment on Satellite Observations

Figure 8 shows PC concentration mapped with the three assessed models applied to
the PRISMA data corrected using the L2C+WS07 combination. Considering the matchup
samples between the in situ measurements and OLCI/PRISMA overpass (N = 4), com-
parisons between the satellite-estimated PC against PC in situ measurements are shown
in Table 5. For the PRISMA image, the spatial distribution of the predicted values was
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similar for all methods, where higher PC concentrations are observed in the main river
(Figure 8). However, the magnitude of the estimates varied substantially. Following the
in situ results, all models overestimated the PC concentrations (Table 5), especially MDN,
which presented the worst MdAE (23.58 mg.m−3). The best performance for the PRISMA
image was achieved by the SIMIS05 model (MdAE = 3.18 mg.m−3), which—based on the
significant improvement in the PC estimates (Table 5)—was used in the assessment of
the OLCI image, ensuring consistency between both satellites (Figure 9). The pigment
concentration from the multispectral sensor is also showed in Table 5.
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Table 5. In situ measured PC (mg.m−3) compared against retrieved PC (mg.m−3) from PRISMA and
OLCI images for 3 October 2021. The spatial distribution of the labeled stations is shown in Figure 9.

Station In Situ
PRISMA OLCI

SIMIS05 MDN RF SIMIS05

P07 1.12 4.69 24.46 6.23 5.17

P08 1.12 3.89 38.68 5.09 4.93

P09 0.33 4.12 24.16 8.65 4.57

P01 3.33 4.07 24.97 9.05 4.69

The PC mapping from OLCI/ACOLITE images (Figure 9) agreed with PRISMA PC
using the SIMIS05 model, with an MdAE = 3.93 mg.m−3. The PC estimated values (Table 5)
indicated a good performance of the parameterized SIMIS05 model applied in a multispec-
tral sensor with medium spatial resolution, even at low PC concentrations. In general, the
behavior of the estimated PC from satellite imagery was expected considering the previous
in situ analysis and the concentration range of the matchup samples (0.33–3.33 mg.m−3).
The observed errors might result from spatial and temporal misalignment between the
in situ measured and remotely estimated PC. Variations in the surface cyanobacteria con-
centration can occur during the time window between field sampling and imaging [19].
Furthermore, the vertical structure of the cyanobacterial bloom and dominant species can
vary spatially and temporally, which affects the signal used for PC retrieval. Thus, spatial
scale and temporal misalignment can result in large differences in the in situ measured and
remotely estimated PC.

In addition, another important source of error is related to the Rrs uncertainty [20].
It is well known that imperfect correction of the atmospheric effects can result in further
inaccuracies in the retrieved product, depending on the sensitivity of the retrieval algo-
rithms [68]. The AC analysis demonstrated some limitation in the AC processor models,
mainly in the blue–green wavelengths. In this sense, the use of shape-based algorithms can
reduce the uncertainties derived from the atmospheric noise. O’Shea et al. [26] assess the
impact of Rrs uncertainties on PC retrieval accuracy and demonstrated that the combined
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used of the MDN model with BRs and LHs produces high-accuracy results for regions with
low PC, despite the presence of Rrs uncertainties. Although the ML (RF and MDN) and
SIMIS05 model do not use the pure spectral bands, investigations of the impact of satellite
Rrs uncertainties on PC estimates are essential to minimize the propagation of errors.
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Figure 9. PC product map using SIMIS05 model in OLCI (AC-corrected using ACOLITE) image on
3 October 2021, with associated in situ matchup points (labels which match with in situ concentrations
Table 5).

Further comparisons between PRISMA (L2C+WS07) and OLCI (ACOLITE) PC product
maps are shown in Figure 10. For each considered date, co-located Regions of Interest
(ROI) were randomly selected in both PRISMA and OLCI images, and the PC concentration
estimate from each sensor was compared (Table 6). In order to assess the impact of the
different spatial resolution of PRISMA (30 m) and OLCI (300 m), the single pixel values of
each image were directly used in the comparisons without any resampling step. Despite
the difference in the spatial resolution between OLCI and PRISMA, the visual inspection of
the maps conveys an intuitively good agreement among the two sensors. The differences
between the PC concentration from PRISMA and OLCI were, in general, on the order
of ~2 mg.m−3 (Table 6). For both dates, higher differences in the pigment concentration
occurred in pixels with small bloom spots (R5 at 4 September 2021 and R2 at 26 July 2022)
that were not detected in the OLCI images. In fact, the 30 m spatial resolution of PRISMA
allows for a finer spatial distribution of the pigment concentration, particularly along the
tributaries of rivers (reduced flooded areas) and discrete spots of blooms (high spatial
frequency within small areas).
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Figure 10. Comparison between OLCI (AC-corrected using ACOLITE) and PRISMA PC product
maps using SIMIS05 model in Promissão Reservoir for (a) 4 September 2021 and (b) 26 July 2022.

Table 6. Comparison between SIMIS05-retrieved PC (mg.m−3) from PRISMA and OLCI images. The
spatial distribution of the labeled stations is show in Figure 10. The station highlighted in green
indicates the presence of bloom spots.

4 September 2021 26 July 2022

ROI PRISMA OLCI ROI PRISMA OLCI

R01 2.42 3.32 R01 7.15 5.45
R02 2.73 3.06 R02 25.52 7.42
R03 3.36 3.99 R03 4.20 5.56

R04 7.98 6.92 R04 4.76 6.14
R05 10.27 6.51 R05 0.85 6.52
R06 6.57 5.60 R06 3.52 5.91

R07 5.64 5.21 - - -

R08 8.17 6.64 - - -

6. Conclusions

Although different studies reveal the potential of PC as a proxy for cyanobacteria
biomass, monitoring this pigment from space is limited by the availability of a spectral
band centered near 620 nm. In this context, the capacity of hyperspectral sensors in
measuring across the full VNIR spectrum allows the optical constituents present in water
bodies to be better estimated [69,70]. However, the uncertainties in the hyperspectral
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reflectance resulting from instrument noise and the atmospheric correction process can
propagate to errors in the retrieved satellite products. These effects still require an amount
of investigation in order to minimize the uncertainty propagation. In this study, we
conducted preliminary analysis of water reflectance derived from PRISMA hyperspectral
sensors in a Brazilian reservoir. Above-water in situ reflectance were used to evaluate
different atmospheric and glint-correction models. We also evaluated different models
(semi-analytical and ML) for PC estimation. Among the AC models tested in the PRISMA
image, L2C PRISMA products presented a better spectral similarity with the in situ data
in the presence of glint. This is an important finding, since ACOLITE and 6SV have to be
performed by the user and still require prior knowledge of atmospheric parameters that
directly affect the performance of the model, as is the case of the 6SV. In the case of OLCI,
although the L2 standard processor presented the best performance in the presence of glint,
higher differences were observed in the spectra shape (mainly in the green and red peaks),
which directly affects the accuracy of shape-based algorithms.

Regarding the application of glint correction in the PRISMA image, the best achieve-
ments with an AC algorithm were derived from the Wang and Shi [53] model in com-
bination with L2C. The ASI product has shown high potential to deliver accurate BOA
reflectance products, especially in the visible region. In addition, the PRISMA sensor pro-
vides measurements in the SWIR part of the spectrum which could relieve some previous
assumptions made for the NIR part of the spectrum. First, absorption of water molecules
is more pronounced in the SWIR than in the NIR wavelength range by more than one
order of magnitude, thereby reinforcing the assumption of ‘black water’ in the SWIR.
Secondly, the atmosphere is more transparent with a weak amount of diffuse light (i.e.,
lower contribution of aerosols and air molecules), making measurements more sensitive to
the glint contribution at such wavelengths [71]. As a result, ‘deglinting’ methods could be
potentially improved based on the exploitation of the SWIR data. Despite the promising
results, the matchup analysis presented in this study is very limited, requiring further
studies to confirm our results and extend performance analysis to other optical water types
with a wider range of PC concentration. Furthermore, a robust method for retrieving
atmospheric aerosol load for AC is still one of the biggest challenges of remote sensing in
productive inland waters, and further studies are still needed to understand the impact of
these uncertainties in pigment estimation.

The performances of two algorithms approaches (semi-analytical and ML) for retrieval
PC were tested considering a dataset of pigment radiometric data collected in a Brazilian
reservoir, and the effects of several potential sources of error were analyzed. These error
sources include instrumental error, measurement methodology, satellite Rrs uncertainties
derived from atmospheric noise, and the presence of pigments with overlapping light-
absorption features. The nested semi-analytical model of Simis et al. [22] gave the best fit
and accuracy for all concentration ranges, different from the ML models that significantly
overestimated the pigment concentration. Our findings suggest that these errors could be
markedly reduced by using site-specific adaptations of each model.

Finally, the comparisons between OLCI and PRISMA PC maps derived from Simis
et al. [22] show good agreement, with the advantage of PRISMA being the detection
of smaller spatial variations. Despite the spatial resolution of OLCI being one order of
magnitude lower than PRISMA, its high revisit time always ensured a matchup, while
providing 15 spectral bands potentially matching those of PRISMA. In fact, the synergic
use of different sensors could improve the temporal analyses that are useful to understand,
for example, cyanobacteria dynamics.
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